Let X be a simple and formally real Jordan algebra [BK] with product x o y and unit element e. Basic examples are the space X = 7<y(SC) of all self-adjoint r x r-matrices over K = R,C or El (quaternions) with the anti-commutator product x o y = (xy + yx)/2, and the "spin factor" X = R 1 "^ of all vectors x = (a;o,^i,... ,^'n) = (^05 ^Q? with product x o y = (xovo + x'y', XQV ' + y^x') . The open set P = {x 2^ C X invertible} is a convex cone. For the matrix algebras, P is the cone of positive definite matrices, whereas for the spin factor P is the forward light cone. The linear automorphism group
GL(P)={geGL(X):g(P)=P} is transitive on P. Let G be the identity component of GL(P). G has Lie algebra g = {M e gW : exp(tM) € GL(P), for all t e R}
with the commutator bracket [M, N] = MN -NM. The Lie algebra g has a Cartan decomposition g = k4-p, where kis the Lie algebra of the "orthogonal" group be the subspace of p generated by M^,..., M^. Then a is maximal abelian in p. So r is the rank of the Riemannian symmetric space P. We have thus a root space decomposition of (g, a) [HI] . We let {7j}^i be the dual basis in a* of{MeJ^i, i.e.
7j(^eJ=^fc.
Then the corresponding root system consists of 7J ~ 7fc , j ^ k with common multiplicity a. The Weyl group is the symmetric group 67.. For example in the case of matrix algebra 7<r(K) the rank is r and the multiplicity is a = 1,2 or 4 according to K = R, C, or HI respectively.
We fix an ordering of a* by letting j>fc j=i
We will now describe the spherical functions and the heat equation on the symmetric space P. We need the notion of Jordan algebra determinants.
GENKAI ZHANG
Let P(x) := 2(Ma;) 2 -Ma;2. The determinant of it is up to a constant a unique (integer) power of an irreducible polynomial A (a;) of degree r on X, normalized so that A(e) = 1. A (a?) is called the determinant of the Jordan algebra X. It can also be defined as the unique irreducible polynomial given by the "Cramer's rule": _i cofactorofrc , ". ....
normalized so that A(e) = 1.
Let Xij be given in the Peirce decomposition (1.1) we put X, = ^ X^e M<J and let Pj be the orthogonal projection of X on Xj; we define A,(aO=Ax,(P,aO where ^x-is the corresponding determinant in Xj. 
For later use we also introduce the spherical polynomials, which is the analytic continuation of h\ Finally we recall the heat equation on P. Let L be the LaplaceBeltrami operator on P. We normalize the J^-invariant norm on p so that norm M^ has norm 1. Then Mei,..., M^ are orthonormal basis of a. This also gives a normalization of the Riemannian metric on the cone P = G/K.
The main theorem and the proof.
Before stating our main theorem we introduce some notation. Let r H = ^ hjMej € a. We let J(expH) be the function defined on A by j=i j(exp^) = -n^1 -e^Q-n^0 1^^.
V / 2>J 1=1
Our main theorem is the following central limit theorem. [Tl] as m -> oo.
THEOREM 1. -Let Ym, m >_ 1 be a sequence of independent, identical distributed, K-invariant random variables in P, with common density function f(Y). Assume that f(Y) satisfies ( hif(exp H)J{exp H)dh^ • • • dhr = 0 / hihjf(exp H)J(exp H)dhi' • • dhr = 0, i -^ j Jo. and the convolution Sm = YI o Y^ o • --o Ym is normalized as in (3.39) of

In the above, Gf is the fundamental solution of the heat equation on P with Helgason-Fourier transform s-.m^(^-^)).
\ i=l /
Further Fi has Helgason-Fourier transform
Following [Tl] and [R] we need to find the expansion of the spherical functions h\(expH) on a around H ^= 0. Recall that spherical functions h\(expH) are Weyl group invariant in A and H G a. The expansion is for a function / on K.
We need a result of Faraut and Koranyi [FK] .
LEMMA 1. -For a = expH we have
Proof. -This is a special case of Theorem 3.8 in [FK] . See also Remark 2 after the theorem. We give here a simple independent proof. We know that the polynomial A(e -z) is a polynomial of degree r on X and is K invariant. Thus we have an expansion 
<^1 -H=0
Using this we see Differentiating at H = 0 and integrating we find
To find out the LHS we need the a result proved in [Z] (see also [St] 
